Title

Singing Lip Synch

Brief description of clip A video produced by young children of different ages during a
recreational activity in Italian and English. The task was simply to
listen and sing along with songs but actually this practice can be
used in various ways within the language classroom.
Difficulty rating of
production
(easy/intermediate/
complex)

Easy. Done by the students themselves using and i-pad, i-phone and
other compatible android devices.

Recommended CEFR
level

A1+

Technical details

Selfie Video realised by the app Dubsmash through i-pad and
merged using the App Dubsmerge. The songs were chosen from the
Dubsmash sounds database but it is also possible to upload own
songs /sounds using the App Dubshmash dubloader.

Suggestions
(preparation/pre and
post activities)

The students can work in groups and upload/choose the songs they
like.
The teacher can provide additional work on the songs texts, on the
meaning or the bio of the singer(s). The final result is that the
students can have fun singing the songs while doing a lip synch
video. This will benefit motivation, memorization of words and
pronunciation.

Ideas for application in
different contexts

Lip Synch dubbing videos is a funny and useful device for students
10 -13 years old and can be exploited in different ways for language
teaching, either using sounds from the existing Dubsmash sound
database or creating new ones. Learning through Dubsmash can be
focused on various language learning aspects, especially before
Dubbing:
Listening comprehension (i.e. listening to short extracts of movies,
songs, speeches) before shooting the Lip Synch videos
Sound and word production
Cultural and intercultural aspects
Listening and production of specific grammatical structures

·
·
·
Useful links

Dubsmash
http://www.dubsmash.com/Dubsmash Dubloader
upload.dubsmash.com
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Dubsmerge
www.dubsmerge.com/
About Lip Synch Selfie Videos
http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-30971013
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